BV3011C
Indoor Fume and Odour Air Purifier

Indoor Fume and Gas Filtration unit
When you let our air purifiers take care of harmful fumes and odours the improved air
quality will provide a much healthier work environment.
2 large Activated Carbon filters ensure your Lab, Salon, Workplace is free of
potentially harmful gases and fumes given off when using Organic Chemicals and
compounds. Whether in a Laboratory, Operating Theatre, School, University, Nail salon
or chemical mixing area, the BV3011C effectively cleans the air before returning it into
the workplace. This helps you make sure operatives and workforce are protected. It
also helps reduce heat loss as the units re-circulate the air back into the room….
By choosing the BV3011C air purifier, you get a filter package that will
deliver consistent performance and a high level of efficiency throughout its lifetime. It
will also be more sustainable and greener than most other solutions.

.......................................................

Demonstrating adequate control of the risks to the health of
employees, students and the general public, from dusts, powders, mists, fumes
and vapours is the fundamental requirement of the Control of Substances
Hazardous to Health (COSHH) regulations 2002 and 2004.

www.benchvent.com

BenchVent Fume and Gas Filtration unit
NOTE: These units are recirculatory; i.e. filtered air is exhausted back into the workplace.
For a cleaner, healthier working environment.

Description
Lightweight Aluminium composite body, Activated Carbon Gas filters x2– high efficiency backward curved
blower, UL, VDE and CSA approved – electric wiring down stream of filters – pre filter blockage light, Variable speed fan with touch on/off switch. Available in Black or White

Operation
All BenchVent filtration and extraction systems carry a lifetime warranty, are quiet in operation and can be
assembled in seconds.
Space saving, free standing air purification unit .The air purifier is used to clean indoor air by mechanically
filtering, through highly efficient filters. The unit is plug and play. Place in suitable position in the room,
connect to power and switch on.

Specification
Model
Number
BV3011C

Fan Motor* Spec Airflow @
level 6
230V 50Hz 4-55W

433m³/hr

Av’ge Air
Pruifcation area

Noise Level
LAeq dB(A)

Dimensions in
mm. wxhxd

Weight

75m2

15-53

329x703x338

30kgs

Filtration
Pre filters protect the carbon filters. The 2 Activated Carbon filters removes harmful organic fumes and gases
Through the process of filtration, absorption and dilution, technician / therapist and client exposure to
airborne dust and chemical odour is vastly reduced and general salon cleanliness hugely enhanced.

These units are designed as Air purifiers for all types of indoor environments, for example hospitals, hotels,
offices, homes, schools, public environments and where high quality air purification is required
Please contact BenchVent for advice on the choice of machine for any given situation.
T: 01423 790039

E: enquiries@benchvent.com

W: www.benchvent.com
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